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What is UNION?

“UNION is a satellite positioning engine for 

accurate and real-time navigation for mass-

market devices such as smartphones and 

vehicles.”

https://union-navigation.eu

https://union-navigation.eu


Main objectives

- Development of a positioning engine that is flexible to process new signals and systems 

(UUPE)

- Decimetric accuracy in mass-market devices (e.g. automotive, LBS)

- Overcome scalability limitations of positioning technologies such as RTK → Permanent VRS

UNION, as a precise positioning solution, will improve:

- Continuity, especially in navigation sessions spanning hundreds of kilometres.

- Accuracy. UNION will represent a major breakthrough in mass-market oriented navigation 

solutions, reaching meter–level accuracy in smartphones and lane-level navigation in road 

applications.

- Availability of precise navigation any time in broad geographical areas.



Main project figures

- Two partners (ICGC + Rokubun)

- Two year duration

- Total budget of ~430k€
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WP0 Project Management

WP1 System Definition

WP2 System Design

WP3 Development

WP4 Test & Validation

WP5 Dissemination

WP6 Commercialization
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Undifferenced and Uncombined Processing Engine (UUPE)

- State-of-the-art

- PPP uses combined data (ionosphere free combination)

- RTK uses differenced data (double differences)

- When number of signals and systems increase, which combination to use? which difference to 

make? → Problem in bookkeeping and scalability

- New approach to use data that is processed as-is (no combination, no differentiation)

- Those parameters that were removed in PPP (ionosphere) and RTK (biases) are now 

estimated instead

- Techniques that were proposed at an academic level, UNION brings it to the market, with real 

case applications



More details in ICGC presentation

Permanent Virtual Reference Stations (P-VRS)

Positioning techniques such as RTK use data from 

reference stations to achieve up to cm accuracy:

Virtual Reference Stations are not scalable (due to its 

bi-directional nature)

Permanent Virtual Reference Stations remove bi-

directional requirement → scalable!

source: u-blox



Permanent Virtual Reference Stations (P-VRS)

Users access UNION P-VRS through its NTRIP caster: https://caster.rokubun.cat

https://caster.rokubun.cat


Galileo HAS

In addition, Rokubun has implemented, within 

UUPE, a Galileo HAS engine (i.e. SSR corrections) to 

improve UUPE solution. 

Also:

- Rokubun has participated in EUSPA’s 

validation campaign for the Galileo HAS 

correction

- In addition, it performs a relay of HAS 

corrections from Galileo E6 to RTCM3 

compliant format so that is available to non-E6 

receivers (e.g. smartphones). Publicly available 

at this mountpoint:

https://caster.rokubun.cat/ROK1_HAS

https://caster.rokubun.cat/ROK1_HAS


Galileo HAS (caster relay)



Portability to multiple platforms

Thanks to the low level implementation of UUPE, it 

has been embedded in various platforms

- Laptops and Desktops

- Rokubun MEDEA Receiver (based on ARM 

technology)

- Android smartphones



Test and validation campaign

Multiple scenarios covered, long duration and range 

automotive tests performed

Bicycle and urban scenarios covered



Dissemination

- Infographics generated

- Conferences presented

- Paper submitted at ION GNSS 

2022





Commercialization

- UUPE → Spear (commercial name)

- Rokubun is preparing a white-paper to disseminate to the industry. 

Its contents are performance benchmarks of the engine through 

different scenarios and receivers 

- Leads have been contacted and Rokubun is currently in talks with:

- Chip manufacturers 

- System integrators

- Collaboration Agreement on-going with an initial integration and 

benchmarking of SPEAR as the positioning engine of an automotive 

navigation On-board Unit (OBU)



Thank you!

Any questions?

More info at:

https://union-navigation.eu

https://union-navigation.eu
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